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Welcome to the 5th anniversary issue of A Candle for Michael 
newsletter.  I’m extremely proud that, thanks to your support, the 
newsletter has evolved to take its place amongst other Michael 
Jackson fan publications since our first issue was published in 
April 2013.  It’s also a great tribute to Michael that there has been 
plenty of news and stories to publish throughout this time. 
 

April is also our annual Earth Hour/Earth Day- themed issue.  As 
we know, Michael Jackson felt very strongly about the state of the 
planet. 
 

“Earth Song” was the most powerful expression of his concern for 
the future, and I always figure that, this time of year in particular, 
it’s worth lobbying our favourite radio stations to play the song - to 
celebrate Earth Day and to share Michael’s important message. 
 

Have a great month, and happy Michaeling everyone! 
 

Kerry Hennigan 
Kerry Hennigan  
Global MJ Pilgrim (“I’m with the doll”)  
Editor 'A Candle for Michael Newsletter' 
Admin: Michael Jackson's short film 'Ghosts' fan group 
Blog: https://kerryhennigan.wordpress.com 
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Until Summer 2018 – Michael Jackson exhibition at the 
GRAMMY Museum, Los Angeles https://goo.gl/6yPmx4 
 

3 April - Paris Jackson’s 20th birthday 
 

20 April - In the Studio with MJ 2018 – Dublin 
 

22 April - Earth Day www.earthday.org   
 

25 April – Major Love Prayer Day www.majorloveprayer.org 
 

17 May - In the Studio with MJ 2018 - Osaka 

 

fairytale place with classical music playing in the flowerbed, 
chimpanzees rolling around the grass, a giraffe, llamas, a 
zoo, a funfair. I said to the security guard, 'this isn't real' and 
he said, 'this is real for Michael Jackson - this is what he 
wakes up to every day'. He [MJ] was very down to earth, a 
big kid at heart, lots of fun. I used to go back every year 
thereafter and our relationship blossomed." 
 

• Human Nature recall touring with Michael on HIStory 
Australian vocal group Human Nature talked to People 
recently about the time they toured as Michael Jackson’s 
support act on his HIStory world tour.  “It was an incredible 
experience to perform in front of such big crowds in 
stadiums,” Mike Tierney said. “Also to see him up close and 
thrilling audiences everywhere he went… We really did learn 
a lot being part of such an incredible production. Everything 
from stage costumes to band arrangements to the way he 
put his show together, I think it helped us appreciate the art 
of entertaining a crowd and what goes into making it great.” 
 

• Vinyl ID: “Scream” album part of vinyl LP initiative 
In Italy, Rockol and Radio Capital are official media partners 
in the “Everyday is a vinyl day” initiative to re-evaluate and 
rediscover the Italian and international heritage of Sony 
Records in the “classic” format of 33-1/3 vinyl LPs.  The 
initiative involves listening to an album a day on Radio 
Capital with stories and anecdotes.  On 9 March Rockol 
published an article on Michael’s “Scream” double LP 
compilation, which you can read on their website. 
 

• An Evening in Memory of Michael Jackson - Germany 
Planning ahead?  MJ fans in Germany can celebrate 
Michael’s 60th birthday all night long with An Evening in 
Memory of Michael Jackson - Part XII at Das Bett in Frankfurt 
on Sat 1 - Sun 2 September 2018.  Visit the Event page on 
Facebook for more details. 

 

• Madonna’s Oscar “Best Date Ever” with Michael 
On Oscar night this year, Madonna posted a pic of her 'best 
date ever' - attending the Academy Awards with Michael 
Jackson in 1991.  Billboard reported, "The singer posted a 
photo of the pair on the Oscars red carpet on social media 
Sunday (March 4), also using the hashtags #epic and #fun to 
describe the special evening they shared more than two 
decades ago." 
 

• US Gymnast scores a 10 with Michael Jackson 
Katelyn Ohashi, a former USA junior national gymnast, 
stunned the judges in a meet on 25 Feb.  She scored a 
perfect 10 for her floor routine, performed to a Michael 
Jackson medley. Katelyn was a part of the UCLA gymnastics 
team as they faced off against Oregon state.  She delivered 
in dazzling fashion, flawlessly running through a series of 
stunning tumbling lines interspersed with Michael Jackson-
infused dance flavor.  Watch a video on MJVibe’s blog. 

 

• Article celebrates 35th anniversary of first Moonwalk 
An article in The Quietus looks at the impact of Michael’s 
“moonwalk” dance move on the occasion of its 25th 
anniversary.  “I feel that the impact of the moonwalk and 
what it represents will remain unparalleled as it's not just a 
dance move anymore, it represents the history and legacy of 
Michael Jackson whose work transcended nationality, 
ethnicity, race and culture,” according to choreographer 
James Berkley.  “With over 40 years of success with work 
spanning from the soul music era into age of hip hop, MJ and 
the moonwalk will be a tough one to compete with.” 
 

• Paris and her Versace “Tinkerbell” tribute 
Attending the Vanity Fair party after the Oscars in Hollywood 
last month, Paris Jackson wore a creation by Versace which 
someone suggested made her look like a “green goddess.”  
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19-20 May - In the Studio with MJ 2018 - Tokyo 
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• Michael Jackson as The Phantom of the Opera: “It would 
have been incredible” - Andrew Lloyd Webber 
In a recent article in Rolling Stone, Andrew Lloyd Webber 
explained that Michael Jackson was very keen to be involved 
in a movie version of the Phantom of the Opera.  “At the time, 
the show had just gone to Broadway, and he must have seen 
it three or four times at least,” Webber said.  “I was with him a 
couple of times.  But we weren’t ready to do a movie at the 
time.”  When asked if Michael wanted to be the Phantom, 
Webber replied “Oh, yes.  It would have been incredible, but 
we weren’t ready.  Phantom was only in its first year on 
Broadway.  But I know him a little bit later, because he 
shared my love of A.R. Rahman’s music, and we found 
ourselves on some very obscure part of Long Island listening 
to a Bollywood concert where A.R. was playing.  He had a 
great love of that music.  So I knew him a little bit, but I never 
saw him again.”  
 

• Missing MJ Memorial from Gary is with Family 
The Michael Jackson memorial plaque outside the Jackson 
family home in Gary, Indiana has been removed - at least 
temporarily. Gary police said the monument was removed 
from the site last October.  "I guess it was taken down to do 
a video shoot. They are planning to do some landscaping in 
the spring. Once they are done, they'll bring it back," Lt. 
Thomas Pawlak told local media.  Read the report in the 
NWTimes. 
 

• New Black or White/Dangerous article from Joe Vogel 
A new article by Joseph Vogel titled “Black or white: how 
Dangerous kicked off Michael Jackson’s race paradox” has 
been published in The Guardian.  Joe has tackled some of 
these same themes in previous articles, but this one has 
been updated for “the age of Trump and the resurgence of 
white nationalism”.  You can access the article here. 
 

• Jack White on what he learned from Michael Jackson 
In an interview about his new album Jeopardy, Jack White 
spoke about learning how to write songs the way Michael 
Jackson did – by doing it in his head.  Jack explains being 
inspired by watching “This Is It” “which brought me to tears,” 
he said.  “It’s just unbelievable how talented Michael 
Jackson is, but when he was talking to the band he would 
say, ‘No, the bassline is like this: d-d-dd-d-duh-duh, d-d-d-d 
duh,’ humming the bassline and beatboxing at the same 
time.  He’s not saying ‘It’s C-D-F sharp,’ and he never says 
the notes or a key, and it made me wonder…”  Read the full 
article here. https://goo.gl/gyD8Hk 
 

• Michael’s Python at Children’s Nature Centre in Mesa 
Sunshine, the albino Burmese Python formerly known as 
Madonna, used to belong to Michael Jackson when he lived 
at Neverland Ranch.  When the zoo was closed after 
Michael left Neverland in 2005, his animals went to different 
foundations across the country.  Sunshine first went to a 
rescue in Montrose before settling into the Children's Nature 
Center, now at the Mesa Mall in Grand Junction, Colorado.  
Read the story and watch a video of Sunshine here. 

 

• Adrian Grant talks about Michael to Irish media #1 
When Adrian Grant’s hit MJ tribute show “Thriller Live” was 
on tour in Ireland recently, the local media asked him about 
his friendship with Michael.  In an interview with www.rte.ie, 
Adrian explains "I was open and honest with Michael, and 
he really appreciated that.  Even in the latter years, in like 
2007, I remember the last time I saw Michael, I said 'It 
would be good if you just came out and told everybody 
everything; how you feel and from your perspective.  Be 
open and honest with people'… 
And he said: 'Look, I'm always open and honest, but no 
matter what I say, people are going to write what they want 
to write anyway'. So he was very aware of the public's 
perception, and the media's perception, of him." 
 

• Adrian Grant talks about Michael to Irish media #2 
In another interview with The Independent, Adrian explains 
that "The moment I met him he had a massive smile and 
walked in the room singing… He was very open with me and 
very giving of his time…I went to his ranch and it was a big 

But, as Paris replied on Instagram “I was going for 
Tinkerbell”.  Paris also captioned one of her Instagram 
photos from the Oscar party with lyrics from the song  

“You Can Fly” from “Peter Pan”: 

“Take the path that moonbeams make 
If the moon is still awake 

You’ll see him wink his eye.” 

The media was quick to catch on that Paris was playing 
tribute to her father who aspired to be a real-life Peter Pan.  
As one blogger noted, “this is how you look like a million 
bucks while giving a subtle hat tip to your family legacy.” 
View photos of Paris in her gown here. 
 

 
 

• Todo Mi Amor Eres Tú in Billboard’s list 
Last month Billboard published an article highlighting “16 
songs in Spanish by non-Spanish-language natives”.  One of 
the songs included on the list is Michael’s duet with Siedah 
Garrett of “I Just Can’t Stop Loving You” in Spanish, with 
lyrics written in that language by Panamanian-born singer, 
songwriter, actor, musician and activist Ruben Blades. 
 

• 30 Years Ago in St Louis – Michael’s ‘Bad’ Concert 
The St Louis Post-Dispatch marked the 30th anniversary of 
Michael’s ‘Bad’ tour last month with a reprint of its review of 
his 1988 concert at the St Louise Arena.  “He strutted, 
slinked, bumped, kicked, shimmied - and, yes, even 
moonwalked - his way around the stage,” the review states. 
“With each new twitch of his hips or thrust of his arm, the 
audience reacted with shrieks and shouts.” 

 

• Thriller photographer interview on DVD 
The Fan Club Art Gallery which specializes in paintings and 
limited edition prints for fans of entertainment celebrities, is 
pleased to announce the launch of a new DVD 
commemorating the 35th anniversary of the Michael Jackson 
“Thriller” album. The new DVD, called “’Thriller’ – The 
Interview: My Memories of the King of Pop, Michael 
Jackson,” is a retrospective look at the creation of the Thriller 
album cover by photographer and painter, Dick Zimmerman.  
For more information visit MJ Vibe’s blog post. 
 

• BBC Radio 4 show to focus on the song “Smile” 
Sara Conkey from the BBC is making a program for the BBC 
Radio 4 series “Soul Music” about Charlie Chaplin’s song 
“Smile” which Michael recorded for his HIStory album.  Sara 
wants to hear from any MJ fans who have a particular 
memory or life event associated with this song.  She can be 
contacted by email at sara.conkey@bbc.co.uk as reported  
by MJ World Net. 
 

• Lionel Richie on working at home with Michael 
Appearing on CBS’ show The Talk in March, Lionel Richie 
recalled writing “We Are The World” at MJ’s house.  “Michael 
loved to collect animals and reptiles… so right in the middle 
of writing this song, we were eating downstairs and there was 
this dog barking and we heard… ‘shut up, shut up’ so I said 
‘What’s going on, Michael?’  And he said, ‘That’s the bird 
having an argument with the dog.’  Now it gets worse,” Richie 
recalled. “I’m lying on the floor working on the lyrics to ‘We 
Are The World’ and I hear 'hssss'....'hssss' and I'm looking at 
Michael and all of a sudden I'm looking out the corner of my 
eye and the albums on THE WALL are falling down....and 
there's an albino python.  And he goes, 'There he is Lionel, 
we found him, we found him. We knew he was in THE 
ROOM somewhere, Lionel. He wants to come out and play 
with you'...I was screaming like the last woman in a horror 
movie. I was screaming so loud.” 
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